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Isn't Fall the best?

T

here's so much to love about each season, but my heart belongs to Fall.

Something about the return to comforting rituals and the subtle shift from
outward pursuits to inward pleasures just soothes the soul.
I usually experience a burst of nesting energy as I prepare our home for the
coming months (I’m convinced there has to be a biological reason for this, but
maybe it’s just my own weird idiosyncrasy?). At any rate, this time of year is an
especially productive time for me.
Fall is a familiar friend that arrives at your door one day bearing delightful gifts
and enveloping you in a warm hug. You haven’t seen her in awhile, but it
doesn’t matter. You smile and pick right up where you left off…sitting by the fire,
sharing a cup of tea, and brimming with anticipation for the excitement of
holidays to come.
One of my all time favorite song lyrics captures this perfectly:

“When Autumn comes, it doesn’t ask.
It just walks in where it left you last. ”

John Mayer

Fall is a happy time for me, but I know for a lot of people it can also be bittersweet.
Summer is beautiful and can be hard to let go of. You know what helps with that?
Finding reasons to BE EXCITED about the season. And there are so many great ways
to welcome Autumn… both big and small.
In this guide you will find 10 simple ways to welcome the season including a mix of
home projects, family activities, and simple pleasures.
Use this list as a jumping off point to plan your own perfect fall. As always, remove
what doesn’t make sense for you … and add what does. I want you to get out there
and create {happy} for yourself!
I do recommend making a small, realistic list and posting it somewhere in your home
to keep you accountable. And if you’re really serious about making the fall magic
happen... how about taking a minute to schedule the more time sensitive activities
right now? Pencil in your Fall family movie night and PROTECT IT! Reserve a spot for
apple picking today!
This strategy greatly increases the chance that you’ll get it done. It can seem frivolous
to schedule fun into your calendar like you would with a work commitment, but
guess what? Having fun with family and friends is serious business. It’s what makes
life worth living, and it’s what allows you to experience the best of each season. Be
mindful of the kind of Fall you want to have… and don't accept less.
If you want a little extra accountability, I will be breaking down each item weekly on
the blog and providing support, live videos, and discussion in my Facebook Group,
Organized{in}2019. I'd love to have you join us!
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little ways to

Create {Happy} This Fall

Create a
Baking Station

Plan Your Fall
Field Trips

Host A
Girls' Night

Update Your
Fall Decor

Burn A
Cozy Candle

Cozy Up with a
Fall Movie

Start Daydreaming
about the holidays

Create A Tea
Time Ritual

Update Your
Wardrobe
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1. Baking Bins
Quick Organizing Project

You don’t have to be the world’s best
baker to treat your family to a batch of
warm muffins on a crisp Fall morning. Or
a sheet of warm, gooey snickerdoodle
cookies. A lot of baking recipes are
actually fairly quick and easy to complete,
and they provide so much comfort and
warmth to your routine.
Don't be intimidated! You don't have to
bake every morning or attempt any crazy
challenging recipes to enjoy the process.
I encourage you to tackle this easy little
project (seriously, it will take less than 30
minutes) so that if the inspiration to bake
does strike, the process will be easy as pie.

SUPPLIES:
1 small container or bin that will fit the
depth of your kitchen cabinets, pantry,
or drawers
1 large container or bin that will fit the
depth of your kitchen cabinets, pantry
or drawers
Air Sealing Canisters (Such as OXO Pop!
Containers) for bulk ingredients
(optional)
Labels, Chalk/Paint Pen or Labelmaker
(optional)
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Gather your frequently used baking
ingredients and spread them out on the
counter. This will vary depending on
what products you use.

THIS MIGHT INCLUDE:
Flour
Sugar
Brown Sugar
Bisquick
Powdered
Sugar
Salt

Baking Soda
Baking
Powder
Vanilla + Other
Extracts
Corn Starch
Toothpicks (to
test doneness)

STEPS:
Determine convenient central locations for
storing both bins. Pantries work great, as do
upper cabinets near the stove and lower
drawers. They don’t necessarily have to be
next to each other, but it is nice to keep
them in the same zone if possible.
Decant larger items into canisters (if using)
and place canisters into large basket or bin.
Place smaller ingredients into small bin.
Use labels or pens to label canisters and the
front of bins if desired.
Now when you are ready to bake it will be
easy to just grab the large and small bins
and place them directly on the counter
while you work. Everything you need will be
at your fingertips, and it is easy to return
everything to their bins before returning
them to your cupboard.
Grab. Bake. Repeat.

Need A Little
Inspiration>
Here are some of my favorite Fall baking recipes:
If you have time to make something special:
Magnolia Table Cinnamon Squares
Make a morning of it; deliver to friends with
a pound of coffee and they'll feel loved.
If you’re trying to be good:
Tone It Up Pumpkin Muffins
Great for meal prep: store them in the fridge
then grab and go in the mornings or pack them in lunches.
If you want apple pie,
but can’t be bothered to actually make a pie crust:
Ina Garten's Apple Pie Bars
If you’re craving pumpkin, pumpkin + more pumpkin:
Paula Deen's Pumpkin Bars
I make these every single year.
And then proceed to eat most of the pan by myself.
Great for potlucks, football games, and any social situation.
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2.

Fall Field
Trips
WANT TO FEEL MORE PRESENT?

Get out there!
There is no better way to soak up the sensory
bounty of Autumn than to step out of your
house. Your school days may be behind you,
but you're never too old to take a field trip.
(Sack lunch optional.)

Make time
for play!

Whether you have kids or are just a kid at
heart, there are so many fun ways to
venture outside and experience fall.
Bring your mom, make it a date night, or
grab a group of girlfriends and plan to
check at least one of these off your list in
the coming months:
☐ Apple Orchard
☐ Corn Maze
☐ Haunted House
☐ Horseback Riding
☐ Hike To See The Leaves Change
☐ Escape Room
☐ Halloween Carnival or Fall Festival
☐ Pumpkin Patch
☐ Build A Bonfire
☐ Rent A Cozy Cabin
☐ Walk Through The Fall Aisles of Hobby Lobby
☐ Try A New Coffee Shop
☐ Hometown High School Football Game

3. | Host
A Girls' Night
This one can take some doing.
Especially if you have kids.
Especially if you’re busy with work.
Especially if it’s hard to coordinate a time and date
that works for everyone in your circle.
Especially if you’re overcome by the urge to
hibernate now that it’s Fall.
But like most things that require effort…
you’ll be so glad you did it.
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Keep it Simple
This is a great season for coming back
together and reconnecting with the
people who know you best.
Don't make things complicated. Your
friends love you for YOU… not your killer
hors d’oeuvres or your fall tablescape.
RECIPE FOR A FUN GIRLS' NIGHT
Your best friends
“Fancy” Take and Bake pizzas
1 bottle of wine per guest (ask
each guest to bring one
unfamiliar bottle in a specified
price range)
A variety of nonalcoholic
beverages (Bubly!)
A small prize for the winner

Tip: 3-6 is a good number of
guests for this type of event

PARTY HACK
The quickest, easiest way to make your food
display look great (with minimal effort) is to
transfer store-bought snacks to pretty bowls and
platters, No one cares if you bought the pre-cut
fruit... but it sure feels fancier on a pretty silver
tray!

pretzels
chocolate
nut mix
mixed veggies

seasonal fruit
cheese
olives
popcorn

Tip: Be on the lookout for small silver, glass or
white bowls at thrift stores and garage sales.
They are nice to have on hand for entertaining!
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How It Works
Step 1 - Setup
Light some candles and set up a wine tasting experience at your dining room
table. Set each place with at 1 glass per guest and place a pitcher or bowl in the
center of the table for guests to discard unwanted wines after each round of
tasting.

Step 2 - Label
When guests arrive, wrap each bottle in a wine bag or tape paper over the label to
disguise its contents. Number each bottle with a paint pen or other labeling tool.

Step 3 - Taste
Once everyone has arrived and had a chance to visit/eat a little bit, move the
group to the table along with the numbered bottles. Give each guest a piece of
paper for taking notes and work your way through tasting the wines. Start with
the lightest wine and encourage guests to note which ones they liked, which ones
they didn’t enjoy and any interesting characteristics they want to remember.
Have some small slices of bread (thin sliced French baguettes work great!)
available for people to cleanse their palettes between tastings,

Step 3 - Compare
After you’ve tasted a bit of each wine, have each person rank their wines from
favorite to least favorite. Reveal the labels so people can write down the names of
the wines they enjoyed. If there is a clear winner, award the person who brought
that bottle with a small gift. You oould also award a prize for the worst bottle.
Use the rest of the night to catch up on conversation (and finish the rest of the
wines!).
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4. | Refresh Your Fall Decor
Even if you aren’t a big seasonal decorator, this is a great time of year to mix up your decor a
bit to reflect the changing seasons and keep your home feeling fresh and up to date.
It doesn't take a full blown home makeover to bring Fall into your home... just one of the easy
updates listed below will give your space a little burst of energy.

Buy a Few New Throw Pillows

The easiest way to add a pinch of fall to your living room. Sage
green is one of my favorites because it can actually carry you
through winter. I’m also loving the jewel tone options available
this year including burgundy, plum, rust and mustard.
HomeGoods, Target, World Market, CB2, West Elm, and Pottery
Barn are some of my favorite sources for throw pillows and offer a
range of price points.
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Toss a Cozy Blanket Across the Bed

Think vintage wool Pendleton blankets or chunky cable knits.
They make your bedroom feel instantly warmer and are nice to
have on hand when the nights get chillier.

Replace your kitchen hand towels

The easiest, least expensive way to add seasonal color to your
kitchen. You can choose towels with seasonal imagery if you like;
I tend to stick with stripes. A 3-pack costs under $10.

Bring Fall Inside (Literally)

Once you start to notice the leaves on you bushes or trees
starting to turn colors, snip a couple of branches. Choose
straight branches, remove the leaves from the bottom half of the
branch, and place in a pitcher, vase, or jar with a little water.
The height of these arrangements make them perfect for the
center of your island, an entry console, or a buffet table.

Add Pumpkins

Maybe September is too soon (is it, though?). But once October
hits, you can bet I will be buying little pumpkins and scattering
them throughout my home. I buy bags of them at the grocery
store, and I make a beeline for the overflowing wheelbarrow of
minis at the Pumpkin Patch. Bonus points if they are unique,
white, pale green, or super bumpy. Place these anywhere you
need a little hint of fall and park them there until the day after
Thanksgiving (when the whole process starts over again with
Christmas Decor).
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5. | Fall Movie Night
Nothing beats snuggling up on the couch on cool fall nights.
Light the fire, pour a glass of wine or mugs of cider,
and pass out bowls of popcorn.

Not sure what to watch?
Here are 10 Fall Favorites:
You've Got Mail
Practical Magic
Hocus Pocus
Anything Harry Potter
When Harry Met Sally
Ghostbusters
Dead Poets Society
Stepmom
It's the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown
Fantastic Mr. Fox
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6. | BURN A FALL CANDLE
Is it unusual to have a secret stash of
cider and “Fall Leaves” scented candles
shoved in a dresser drawer? Asking for a
friend...
Even if you aren’t typically candle crazy,
it's worth revisiting the simple pleasure
they provide. Candles add a cozy ritual to
your day. The simple act of lighting the
flame at the same time each day is a
great exercise in mindfulness.
It keeps you grounded in the present
moment as you enjoy the sensory
stimulation of the dancing orange light
and the warm, familiar scent.
ANYTIME'S THE RIGHT TIME
Every time of day is great for lighting a
candle, but these are some of my favorite
times:
First thing in the morning, while doing
my morning journaling routine
In the kitchen while cooking
In the bathroom getting ready (either
in the AM or when I’m doing my PM
skincare routine)
Watching TV during evening winddown
Bedtime

Favorite Sources:
CAPRI BLUE
These are "the smell of Anthropologie". Their
iconic blue Volcano is my year round favorite.
You can find them locally at Niche Design House
and Francesca's. They are also online from a
variety of retailers.
Anthro carries seasonal scents from the line as
well, including the current "Pumpkin Clove"
version (available online).

SAND + FOG
I’ve been loving this line lately, which has unique, long lasting scents made with
essential oils. I’ve been picking them up at Home Goods and Marshall's for
under $15 apiece. They are also available online.

WHITE BARN CANDLE CO.
If you’re signed up for Bath & Body Works’ promotions, they send coupons that
can be used to get a great deal; they stack on top of the in-store discounts when
candles go on sale. The candles average $10-15 apiece if you shop strategically
and they have tons of autumnal scents to choose from.
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7.
Start Dreaming
About The Holidays
No, you don’t need to start holiday planning now.
But it is a great time to start thinking about the
things you might like to happen during the
upcoming holiday season.
After all, the only way to make things happen is for
the idea to be in your mind in the first place!
If you use Pinterest, now is a great time to create a
few new boards. They can even be SECRET boards if
you don’t want anyone to know what you’re up to.
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New To Pinterest?
WHY YOU SHOULD TRY IT
Over the coming months, you will notice
things that you might want to save. You'll
see articles about fun family activities in
your area and great stocking stuffer
ideas.
Most likely, you will forget them because
Christmas seems so far in the future.
Unless… you copy the URL, click over to
Pinterest, and pin that
photo/recipe/website onto one of your
super sneaky secret holiday inspiration
boards!
If you do this you’ll feel sooooo ahead of
the curve when holiday time actually
arrives. You’ll have list of thoughtful gift
ideas, you’ll have a good idea of how you
want to decorate, and your to-do list will
practically write itself.

If you need a little inspiration,
check out my Pinterest page.
I am a little bit obsessed, and I
have boards for organizing,
decorating, and holidays.
CONSIDER THESE BOARD IDEAS:
Halloween Costume Ideas
Holiday Outfit Ideas
Gift Ideas
Holiday Menu Ideas
Holiday Decor Ideas
Holiday Activities You’d Like to Try

8. | Make Caramel Apples
Last year the apple tree in our backyard went
CRAZY. I had so many apples, I couldn’t keep
up with harvest and giving them all away.
In an effort to use as many apples as possible,
we made a LOT of caramel apples. Caramel
apples are easy for kids to make, delicious, and
the perfect fall treat.

1 package caramel squares or caramel bits
2 Tbsp. Water
Apples (Granny Smith work best)
Toppings of choice (Chopped Nuts, Crushed Oreos, or
Butterfingers, Cinnamon, M&Ms, Marshmallows, Chocolate
Chips, Melted Chocolate Drizzle, Crushed Pretzels, Sea Salt,
Pop Rocks, etc.)
Sticks (Cake Pop or popsicle)
1. Fit your crockpot with a plastic liner
(such as Reynolds Slow Cooker Liners).
2. Fill with caramels (caramel bits melt
more evenly) and a 2 Tbsp. of water.
3. Turn on crockpot and stir frequently until
completely melted.
4. Pierce washed apples (Granny Smith are
traditional, but any apple will work) with
a popsicle stick or a cake pop stick.
5. Help children dip apple into melted
caramel, then transfer to a square of
waxed paper.
6. Kids can dip apples directly into topping
bowls or sprinkle/spoon toppings onto
caramel. Be careful though… the
caramel can be hot for little fingers!
7. Slice & enjoy, or let harden and transfer
into plastic bags for transfer.

9. | Tea Time Ritual
Tea time is made for fall. It’s cozy, it’s a
great afternoon pick me up, and there
are so many seasonal varieties that will
help you carve out a little moment of
intentionality in your day.

Tea Time Mindfulness
Pick a special mug.
Take a minute to sit quietly and be
present.
Notice the warmth and weight of the
cup as you hold it in your hands.
Inhale the aroma and you feel the
steam tickle your nose.
Be present as you take the first sip,
and savor the flavors you observe

Favorite Flavors
Awhile back, I made a post about my
favorite teas, and I got a great response
with several other readers’ favorite
suggestions. Here are some ideas to get
you started.

My Favorites
.

Glazed Lemon Loaf {Tazo}
Vanilla Bean Macaron {Tazo}
Cinnamon Vanilla {Yogi Tea}
Cherry Vanilla Tea {Davidson’s Organics}
Pumpkin Spice (Various Brands)

Reader Favorites
.

Comforting Tea {Aveda}
Ginger Peach {Republic of Tea}
Blackberry Sage {Republic of Tea}
Sweet + Spicy {Good Earth}
Peach Tranquility
Paris {Harney + Sons}

.

Tip: simplify things with an
electric tea kettle.

10.

Dress the Part

Nothing makes it feel more like
fall than the first day
you have to put socks on.
Usually, this happens for me when I want
to wear my Frye riding boots. For you, fall
might feel like a texture or it might be
your favorite animal print. Sub in one or
two of these to update for fall.
QUICK FALL FLAIR
Cable Knit Sweaters
Leopard Print Anything
Leather Boots
Flannel
Layers
Tights
Jackets of All Kinds

Lightweight Scarves
Corduroy
Velvet
Fringe

OTHER IDEAS
Berry, Wine or Raisin Colored Lipstick
Orange Mani-Pedi
Dye your hair darker
Warm brown eyeshadows
Navy Eyeliner
Darken your brows with a brow gel
Try a new, slightly spicy purfume

Feeling Fallish?
Hopefully you've caught on to my
favorite secret about enjoying the
season: you can

create {happy}
by choosing to celebrate the
season in a variety of ways (big
and small).
Simply wearing a new lipstick or
getting outside with a loved one
is all it takes to be present and
enjoy the fleeting beauty of these
months.
However you decide to show up
this fall, I hope you do it with joy
and gratitude.
Thank you so much for checking
out my guide. If you ever want to
chat, I'd love to hear from you.
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